The good book says 'Let he who is without sin cast the first stone' so I will get this started. But you are free to cast all the remaining holy patriot missiles. Smite these foul, evil, enemy combatants!

I pledge allegiance.

Hey - guys - take it easy with the shock and awe, eh? Tipping windmills was so much more civilized. We're willing to worship your retro-nuclear Deities!

Dream on, enemies of the great energy industry! Dumping you will be the highlight of my day.

Hopefully it's a smart catapult.

You managed to generate any science we can use yet?

Yes - the sun produces more radiation than a nuclear power plant.

Now you're talkin' - keep 'em coming.

Hey that's not bad. I like the sound of that. Want to be a spokesman for oil exploration in the wildlife preserves?

I can do spin. Does it come with health care and optical?

Well, I guess the neo-con klan has proved that sustainable energy solutions are unsustainable in this age of dissolution.

The forces of good used precision guided missiles to defeat evil today. The mission was accomplished and the hero was greeted as liberators. I got a big bonus from the nuclear broadcasting co. And my trophy wife is getting a boob job!